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In the dark days of the end of World War Two amidst the ruins of Berlin, one bullet can change history…
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Twitch/Mixer Stream - Wednesday 1st May! : Ready to return to Berlin? Come and hang out with us tomorrow at 6PM UK
Time as we reveal live gameplay from Sniper Elite V2 Remastered! Twitch : Mixer :. UPDATE 0.73.9 - WHO'S THE
LEADER? : Well guys, today we are presenting the 0.73.5. A patch dedicated to fixing the bugs created on the 0.73. As well as
polishing and bugfixing plenty of broken stuff, we've added a new texture to the townhall. As well as a prototype for a
leaderboard. 0.73.5:. Sniper Elite: Resistance #3 is OUT NOW! : The mission nears its climax, but who are the special guests no-
one expected!? The concluding issue of the mini-series is out now! Available in two covers by Patrick Goddard
[shop.2000ad.com] and Carlos Ezquerra [shop.2000ad.com] . The variant edition includes the last cover by comics legend and
Judge Dredd co-creator Carlos Ezquerra, who died on 1st October, featuring the characters from one of his greatest strips - Rat
Pack for Battle Picture Weekly .. Twitch/Mixer Stream - Tonight! (17th Oct) : Come play with us, community! Check us out on
Twitch [www.twitch.tv] or Mixer [mixer.com] tonight, and there's a chance you can join in a game of Zombie Army Trilogy !.
Sniper Elite pre-orders now on Steam with 20% off and FREE DLC : Pre-purchase Sniper Elite 3 today for 20% off and get the
exclusive Target Hitler: Hunt the Grey Wolf DLC mission FREE. A high level target has arrived in Tobruk for a surprise visit,
but your intel paints a conflicted picture. Could it really be the Fhrer, or one of his rumoured doubles? With time running out
you must infiltrate the city, pick your location and decipher the crucial tell in time.. UPDATE: 0.44 - Larger Maps! : Well guys,
here it is the update 0.44: Bug Fixed: The boats getting stuck in shore or with each other should be fixed. Bug Fixed: Chicken
legs dropping way off where the chicken was butchered. Extended the line of sight of the soldiers. Added the option to confirm
if you really want to save or not. Set up the help interface to have bigger fonts. Tweaked here and there the Graphical User
Interface. Added larger maps: 7800 sqm. Now you can scroll the map using the arrow keys. (Working on getting this done with
the mouse.) For the time being, removed the mana. Keep in mind the larger the map, the hardest it will be to villagers to get
stuff done.. DEMO + NEW LOGO + HORROR GAME! : Well guys, this is a quick up to date report: We managed to get a
Demo Version of Pixel Survivors in the store. That way the new players would not have to adventure into a game they don't
know, and decide if they like it or not before purchasing the full version. That might help those who are not convinced with the
trailer and reviews, but still want to give the game a try. To do sthat simply click the "Download Demo" on the right side of the
Store. The new Logo of Pixel Survivors is done, and all the assets have been replaced. Those assets will be available for
downloading, starting tomorrow at: And finally, the grand reveal of the month, our new 3D horror project: Gates Motel, a horror-
puzzle game: You can find more about it at: If you guys would like to see this game on Steam, VOTE the concept, and once
Pixel Survivors reaches a Full Release state, it will be our next project.. UPDATE 0.55 - STEADY FPS! : Well guys, today we
are releasing the 0.55 Update. Polished up the chunk generation of the map. Now its posible, tested by your humble servant, to
run a full map with 90 FPS - 7400 sqm) If you don't own a gaming pc, it is posible that you might experience some lag, at the
start and end of every night. (Specially if you have hundreds of undeads.) A full map running at 90 FPS Great improvements to
the chunk generation system. Small details in pixelart errors. Fixed graphical glitches in the death animations. Will consider to
limit the terrain generation to population. So you don't end up with 100 acres of resources without enough workforce to clear it.
THIS TOPIC DEPENDS ON YOUR FEEDBACK. Hope you guys enjoy it.
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